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Abstract
As process technology further scales, aging, noise and variations in integrated circuits (ICs) and systems become a
major challenge to both the semiconductor and EDA industries, since a signiﬁcantly increased mismatch is emerging between modeled and actual silicon behavior. Therefore, the addition of accurate and low-cost on-chip sensors is of great value to reduce the mismatch. This paper
presents a standard-cell-based, novel, and accurate sensor for reliability analysis of digital ICs (Radic), in order
to better understand the characteristics of gate/path aging and process variations’ impact on timing performance.
The Radic sensor performs aging, ﬂip-ﬂop (FF) metastability window and variation measurements on-chip. This
sensor has been fabricated in a ﬂoating gate Freescale
SOC in very advanced technology. The measurement results demonstrate that the resolution is better than 0.1ps,
and the accuracy is kept throughout aging/process variation. Furthermore, reliability and FF metastability measurements are performed using the proposed sensor. The
measurement results agree with the existing models.
Keywords: Frequency/delay Sensor, Aging Sensor,
Metastability Window Measurement, NBTI, HCI, OnChip Structure

1

Introduction

With gate lengths and oxide thicknesses shrinking, reliability and process variations have created a non-negligible
gap between CMOS model and silicon performance. Several aging mechanisms can greatly aﬀect reliability during the lifetime of a chip. These mechanisms include bias
temperature instability (BTI), hot carrier injection (HCI),
and oxide breakdown. Among the BTIs, as interface traps
are more often to happen in PMOS transistors, negative
bias temperature instability (NBTI) aﬀecting PMOS is a
more dominating aging eﬀect compared to positive bias
temperature instability (PBTI) aﬀecting NMOS [1]. Both
NBTI and PBTI increase the threshold voltage and degrade the speed of CMOS transistors. A comprehensive
background and recent discoveries about NBTI eﬀects can
be found in [2]. The second signiﬁcant aging eﬀect is HCI
[3], which is caused by the carriers in transistor channel
being injected and trapped in the oxide by the electrical

ﬁeld either between gate and drain or substrate and gate,
or by band-to-band tunneling for more advanced technologies [4]. Similar to NBTI, HCI also increases CMOS transistors’ threshold voltage, however, the diﬀerence is that
NMOS is more vulnerable to HCI [5]. Besides the reliability concerns, nowadays, process variations can generate
10% or more performance deviation among the gates of
the same die [6]. The sequential instance’s metastability
window, which aﬀects the setup and hold time, has been
found to be very sensitive to process variations and critical
to timing performance. The mechanism of FF metastability is presented in [7].

1.1

Previous Works

Works have been presented for aging characterization in
literatures. IDDQ measurement is used in [8] to characterize NBTI degradation. With NBTI induced threshold
voltage increase, a reduction will be experienced in IDDQ
current of the circuit. Transistor-level NBTI measurement
developed in [9] measures the transistor gate voltage (Vg )
needed to turn on a transistor. Due to aging-induced
threshold voltage increase, larger Vg is needed to turn on
the transistor. However, this method, as well as the IDDQ based method, both need oﬀ-chip equipment to measure
either currents or input voltage levels, which greatly increase test cost and limit their applications in large volume
production test.
Architectures presented in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]
[17] measure the delay/degradation of a path/instance by
on-chip architectures. [18] translates PMOS’ saturation
current reduction due to aging into the oscillation frequency degradation. However, these on-chip sensors contain analog or custom gates, which will throw a burden to
structural test the defects inside them, since commercial
design for test (DFT) and automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools cannot generate test points and patterns automatically. Furthermore, digital/analog boundaries are needed to separate some of the sensors from the
digital sea of gate during pattern generation. For chips
fabricated in large volume, a small individual-die test cost
increase usually relates to a signiﬁcant increase of production cost.
On-chip FF metastability window measurement architectures are presented in [7] [19] [20] [21]. However, oﬀ-
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Figure 1: The architecture of Radic sensor.

In this paper, we propose a standard cell based aging/metastability measurement architecture called Radic.
This architecture provides the following advantages:
• It is composed of frequently used standard cells, hence
it can be fully structural tested.
• It asks for no extra constraints in design stage.
• It is robust against variations and aging.
• It can accurately measure oscillator’s frequency and FF’s
metastability window.
The proposed sensor has been recently successfully implemented on a Freescale SOC design with very advanced
technology. The accuracy of the proposed architecture
has been veriﬁed thoroughly by silicon experiments across
Freescale die matrix.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
architecture of Radic sensor will be presented. The accuracy and aging robustness of the proposed architecture
are analyzed in Section III. In Section IV, the applicationorientated measurement results are provided, and concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

shifted into the counter. The counter enables the timer
when the (StartingV alue + 1)th hit comes, and stops the
timer when its most signiﬁcant bit is 1 and all other bits
are zero. By conﬁguring the n − bit counter with different StartingV alues, the sensor can measure the time
it takes the two waveforms to have a 2π × (Q − 1) (Q
is the overall hit count during measurement, and Q =
2(n−1) − StartingV alue) phase diﬀerence. According to
the analysis in Section III, Radic’s resolution can be controlled by changing the StartingV alue shifted into the
counter.
The measurement window’s length is recorded by the
m − bit timer by counting reference clock cycle number P .
Before measurement, the timer will be reset to 0. Then,
as mentioned above, it is enabled when the counter counts
the (StartingV alue+1)th hit pulse and disabled when the
counter’s most signiﬁcant bit is 1. After the measurement,
the timer value will be scanned out to an oﬀ-chip memory
or read to an on-chip memory.
Therefore at the end of measurement, there is 2π(Q − 1)
phase diﬀerence between the two waveforms. Radic al2 The Architecture of the Pro- lows the oscillator speed to be either slower or faster than
reference clock. To simplify analysis, in this section, we
posed Sensor
only consider the slower case. Then the period of waveform under test (Tos ) and reference clock (Tref clk ) have
The sensor proposed is shown in Figure 1, which is de- the following relation:
signed to obtain the frequency diﬀerence between waveform under test and reference clock by measuring the time
(1)
Tos × [P − (Q − 1)] = Tref clk × P
it takes the oscillator to be certain number of clock cycles faster or slower than the reference clock. As shown in
Therefore, the Tos can be calculated as:
Figure 1, this architecture is composed of frequently used
standard cells, including a 4-gate 2nπ phase detector, a
Tref clk P
counter, a timer, and a control logic. The reference clock
(2)
Tos =
P
− (Q − 1)
is used to capture the waveform under test at FF1. The
last two capture results are held by the two serially conThe reference clock can either come from a stable exnected ﬂip-ﬂops (FF1 and FF2). A pulse occurs at the ternal source (such as an ATE or a waveform generator)
output of the AND-gate A1 when the value held by FF1 or an internal source such as a phase locked loop (PLL).
is 1 and the value held by FF2 is 0. This pulse marks the If an internal clock source (such as PLL) is used as the
time point when the two waveforms at D and CK of FF1 reference clock, due to the aging of transistors, there is a
align with each other again. In phase domain, there is an- chance its frequency can be degraded. To deal with refother 2π phase diﬀerence occurring between the waveform erence clock frequency shifting, the proposed sensor perunder test and reference clock, and we call this event ”a forms the reference clock frequency measurement before
hit”. Therefore, the time it takes the faster waveform to any other measurement. As shown in Figure 1, during
be 2π phase ahead of the slower waveform is given by the reference clock measurement mode, the P LL clk will be
interval between two neighboring pulses at the output of chosen as waveform under test by M U X1, and an oﬀgate A1.
chip ATE clock (AT E clk), or any other clock generated
The n − bit counter is driven by the pulses at the out- by signal generator, will be used as the reference clock
put of gate A1. Before measurement, a StartingV alue is (ref clk) of the sensor. After the frequency measurement,
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Figure 2: The waveform of 4-gate 2π phase detector (a)
Waveform under test at time 0; (b) Reference clock waveform; (c) Output of gate A1 for fresh devices; (d) Waveform under test after stress time tx ; (e) Output of gate A1
at time tx .
the P LL clk can be used as a known frequency reference
clock for other measurements. The waveforms under test
can be any clock-like waveform on a chip. The usage of
the sensor for aging and FF metastability measurements
will be discussed in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1

Using Radic for Aging Measurement

The sensor can be used for accurate aging measurement.
N2π is deﬁned as the number of reference clock cycles it
takes the waveform under test and reference clock to have
a 2π phase diﬀerence, and can be calculated by,
N2π =

1
|1 −

Tref clk
Tos |

Tref clk
∂N2π
|=|
|
∂Tos
(Tos − Tref clk )2

VDD

VDD

1

(4)

with,
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0
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0
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VDD

VDD

VDD

1

0

(3)

Assume initially Tos > Tref clk , and Tos will be increased
further by aging. According to Equation 3, when the difference between Tos and Tref clk grows larger, it takes the
two waveforms fewer cycles to have a 2π phase diﬀerence.
Hence N2π will be changed due to aging. An illustrating
example is shown in Figure 2. For fresh device (at time
0), as shown in Figures 2(a) and (c), it takes the reference
clock (Figures 2(b)) 5 cycles to be another cycle faster than
waveform under test. However, when aged for time tx , as
shown in Figures 2(d) and (e), it takes 4 reference clock
cycles.
The sensitivity of N2π to Tos change can be calculated
by,
|

sensitivity of N2π(Q−1) (counted by the timer) to path under test (PUT) aging can be extremely high. In our implementation, to achieve highest sensitivity, Tref clk is chosen
to have less than 10% diﬀerence from Tos by setting an
oﬀ-chip signal source, or conﬁguring our on-chip PLL.
When the sensor is used for aging measurement, the
waveforms under test can be generated by PUTs of either
buﬀer/inverter/gate chains or replicas of critical paths. To
form an oscillation loop, the start- and end-point of a path
must be connected by a loop-back wire with an odd number of inverting stages in the loop. For a critical-pathreplica based loop, the oﬀ-path inputs needed to be set
as non-controlling values by connecting the input to either
VDD or VSS. And the oscillation period degradation is
twice that of the PUT delay degradation, since loop-back
wire will not be aﬀected by NBTI or HCI. During stress,
this loop can either be kept oscillating or broken. The
PUT can be stressed under many conditions, four of them
are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), the loop is broken,
and the path is statically stressed. When the loop is kept
during stress, the PUT will keep oscillating and is dynamic
stressed, which is shown in Figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows
a case when random values mimicking a real SOC signal
are fed through the PUT with loop being broken, and the
PUT can be randomly dynamically stressed. Finally in
Figure 3(d), the power supply of the PUT can be toggled
on and oﬀ by ATE or circuitry on the chip.
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VDD

VDD
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Figure 3: Four stress modes can be applied to a PUT. (a)
Static stress with input stuck-at 0, (b) Dynamic stress with
PUT oscillating, (c) Dynamic stress with random values
mimicking a SOC signal fed to PUT input by FF4, and
(d) Dynamic stress with power toggling.

2.2

Using Radic for Flip-ﬂop Metastability Window Measurement

The experimental setting for FF metastability window
measurement is shown in Figure 4. Flip-ﬂop under test
replaces FF1 in Figure 1, and M U X3 selects the FF unwhere N2π(Q−1) is deﬁned as the number of reference clock der test. A free-running frequency controllable waveform
cycles it takes the waveform under test and reference clock and a reference clock waveform are fed to the data and
to have a 2π(Q − 1) phase diﬀerence. It is obvious that, clock pin of FF under test respectively. An extra p − bit
with the diﬀerence, which equals to Tos − Tref clk , not com- NBTI counter is assigned to count the free-running freparable to Tref clk , and a large enough hit number Q, the quency controllable waveform.
|

∂N2π(Q−1)
Tref clk (Q − 1)
|=|
|
∂Tos
(Tos − Tref clk )2

(5)
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To trigger the metastability of a FF, the arrival time
between data and clock edges should be smaller than the
metastability window. For Radic, when the period diﬀerence (ΔT ) of free-running frequency controllable waveform
period Tos (supplied to the data pin of FF under test)
and reference clock period Tref clk (supplied to the clock
pin of the FF under test) is smaller than the metastability window Tw , the ﬂip-ﬂop metastability will be triggered. Figure 5 shows the relative rising edge locations of
the free-running frequency controllable waveform and the
waveform of clock when they are hitting each other. It
is assumed that at cyclen , the two waveforms are about
to trigger the FF under test’s metastability. Figure 5(a)
shows the ΔT > Tw case. In this case, a fake 0-to-1 transition may or may not occur at cyclen+1 due to FF under
test’s abnormal behavior inside metastability window. If
the fake transition occurs in cyclen+1 , there will be no
0-to-1 transition in cyclen+2 , since the clock has moved
outside the window in only one cycle, with ΔT > Tw , and
the captured value is 1 for sure. If there is no fake transition in cyclen+1 , a 0-to-1 transition will deﬁnitely occur in
cyclen+2 . Therefore, in this case, whether the fake transition happens at cyclen+1 or not, there will be overall one
0-to-1 transition when the two waveforms are hitting each
other.
By continuously shrinking the frequency diﬀerence of
the waveforms, Figure 5(b) shows the ΔT ≤ Tw case. In
this case, at cyclen and cyclen+3 , the relative phase difference between data and clock waveforms is larger than
the metastability window, therefore the FF under test captured values are ﬁxed 0 for cyclen and 1 for cyclen+3 . However, cyclen+1 and cyclen+2 both fall into the metastability
window. According to the transition chart in Figure 5(b),
it is possible that 2 0-to-1 transitions are generated before cyclen+3 . It is obvious that the smaller the frequency
diﬀerence between FF’s data and clock waveforms is, the
more cycles will fall into the metastability window, and
the high probability of multiple 0-to-1 transitions are generated when the two waveforms are hitting each other.
The multiple 0-to-1 transitions during the two waveforms are hitting each other is the ”mark” for metastability
window triggering, and will be found by comparing the sensor’s counter, timer and NBTI counter values. When there
is a hit, the two waveforms are having another 2π phase
diﬀerence. It also means the diﬀerence between the value
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Figure 5: The relative phase diﬀerence between frequency
controllable and the reference clock waveform when they
are hitting each other, and the total 0-to-1 transition count
for each possible case due to FF under test’s metastability.
(a) The ΔT > Tw case; (b) The ΔT ≤ Tw case.
R of p − bit NBTI counter, which counts the frequency
controllable free-running waveform, and P of the m − bit
timer, which counts the reference clock waveform, becomes
larger by 1, For the ΔT > Tw case, their relationship is
always,
| R − P |= Q

(6)

where Q is the total number of 0-to-1 transitions counted
by the n − bit counter. As gate A1 always generate a pulse
for each 0-to-1 transition, and the pulse is counted by the
n − bit counter. However, for the ΔT < Tw case, 1, 2 or
even more 0-to-1 transitions might be generated in one hit,
depending on how close the frequencies are. Therefore,
| R − P |≤ Q

(7)

By tweaking frequency controllable waveform’s frequency towards the reference clock frequency and running
the test, the metastability window’s length will be found
when Equation 7 is satisﬁed for the ﬁrst time. The measured metastability window length Tw meas is the period
diﬀerence of the two waveforms, and can be calculated by,
Tw

meas

=|

P · Tref clk
− Tref clk |
R

(8)

According to [7], when frequency tweaking step → 0, and
metastability repetition time (measurement time) → ∞,
the Tw meas is approaching the real Tw by,
lim

T →0,P →∞

Tw

meas

→ Tw

(9)

As shown in Figure 4, there are multiple ways to obtain the frequency controllable waveform to run the test,
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However, Radic runs for Qth hits (counted by the
counter) during each measurement. And P (counted by
the timer) is the number of reference clock cycles the measurement lasts. The waveform under test’s period can be
calculated by Equation 2. Due to the arrival time of the
measurement end signal, the P value can be over or under
counted by 1. Therefore, the error of Radic ErrorRM can
be bounded by:

Start
Select FF
under test
Select
freq. controllable
RO’s VDD to
get Tos
Trefclk

Initialize, run
Radic and
check results

Equation (7)
satisfied?

No

Yes
Tw_meas
of FF under test
measured
(End)

ErrorRM ≤

Tref clk P
Tref clk (P − 1)
−
(P − 1) − (Q − 1) P − (Q − 1)
Tref clk (Q − 1)
=
(P − Q)(P − Q + 1)

If Q =2, which means the measurement lasts for 2 hits,
the error of Radic can be expressed as:

Figure 6: FF metastability window measurement ﬂow.

Tref clk
(P |Q=2 − 2)(P |Q=2 − 1)

(13)

Tref clk (q − 1)
(P |Q=q − q)(P |Q=q − q + 1)

(14)

ErrorRM |Q=2 ≤
which can either come from an on-chip oscillator with adjustable power supply, or from an oﬀ-chip waveform generator. In our experiment, an on-chip oscillator with adjustable power supply is used as the frequency controllable waveform source, which eliminates the cost of oﬀchip waveform generator. As expected, the frequency of
an oscillator increases with decrease in power supply. According to the measurement of our implemented ring oscillators, their period can be changed in less than 1 pico
second step, by connecting and tweaking a power supply
with 0.001V accuracy.
The whole FF metastability window measurement ﬂow
is shown in Figure 6.

and if Q = q (q > 2),
ErrorRM |Q=q ≤

It is obvious that the time interval between two hits is
almost the same. Therefore, P |Q=q /P |Q=2 ≈ (q − 1)/(2 −
1) = q − 1. Substitute it into Equation 15, and consider
Q  P . Hence,
(q − 1)(P |Q=2 − 2)(P |Q=2 − 1)
ErrorRM |Q=q
=
ErrorRM |Q=2
(P |Q=q − q)(P |Q=q − q + 1)
≈ 1/(q − 1)

3

(12)

(15)

Analyzing Radic’s Sensitivity

This means that by increasing Q, which is determined by
the value pre-scanned into the counter, the accuracy in3.1 The Accuracy of Frequency Measure- creases signiﬁcantly.
ment
Even with Q = 2, given same measurement time window
(let P = M ), and substitute N by Equation 10, by
By comparing with the traditional counter-timer frequency
comparing
Equation 13 and 11, we can get
measurement architectures [22] [23], where counter counts
waveform under test and timer counts clock waveform,
Tref clk
Radic provides much higher accuracy in the same mea1 Tref 2
ErrorRM |Q=2
(P −2)(P −1)
surement time, or achieves similar accuracy in a much
= M Tref clk ≈ (
)
(16)
Error
P
Tos
trad
shorter measurement time. The waveform under test’s peN (N −1)
riod measured by a traditional counter-timer can be calWhen Tos and Tref clk are comparable, according to 16, the
culated as:
accuracy is improved by almost P times. And the accuracy can be further improved by increasing Q according to
M · Tref clk
(10)
Tos =
Equation 15.
N
As the counter in Radic counts the hit, the switching acwhere N is the waveform under test cycles counted in M
tivity
of the counter is 1/P |Q=2 of the traditional counterreference clock cycles, and its accuracy can be obtained by
timer
frequency sensors. Therefore, Radic’s power conEquation 11:
sumption is much smaller. In summary, Radic can obtain
much better accuracy and consume less power in the same
M · Tref clk
M · Tref clk
M · Tref clk
measurement time.
−
=
Errortrad ≤
Figure 7 shows the accuracy of traditional counter-timer
N −1
N
N (N − 1)
(11) architecture and that of Radic both on our chip. It can
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Table 1: PUT Assignments
PUT
OS0
OS1
OS2
OS3

4

Individual Cell
Threshold Voltage
High
Low
High
Low

Individual Cell
Gate Size
Large
Large
Small
Small

PUT Stage
Count
81
121
45
75

Stress
Type
DC/AC
DC/AC
DC/AC
DC/AC

Silicon implementation and Results

Figure 7: Accuracy comparison between the fabricated tra- A sensor block containing Radic has been designed and
ditional counter-timer and Radic measurement results.
fabricated in a very advanced technology Freescale SOC
as shown in Figure 8(a). 10 identical sensor blocks are
be seen that Radic reaches a high resolution within 500ns, placed at diﬀerent locations within the SOC chip as shown
while it takes the traditional counter-timer architecture in Figure 8(b). Four diﬀerent ring oscillators are hooked to
more than 3000ns to reach the same resolution. By using Radic as PUTs for aging degradation measurement. The
Radic, the recovery of DC-NBTI aging can be minimized detail of the four ring oscillator PUTs are shown in Table
I. 80 FFs spread all over the die are connected to Radic
by performing measurement in a much shorter time.
for metastability window measurement.
The target period measurement accuracy is 0.1ps. After
3.2 The Accuracy of Setup Time Mea- several trial runs with diﬀerent counter value Qs chosen
before, and timer value P s obtained after the trial runs,
surement
the minimum Q which satisﬁes the targeted accuracy can
In frequency measurement mode, the reference clock fre- be found according to Equation 12.
quency is not allowed to be too close to the waveform
under test’s to avoid FF1’s metastability window. However, in metastability measurement mode, the controllable
waveform source’s frequency is approaching the reference
clock’s to trigger the metastability behavior of the FF under test. According to Equation 8, the accuracy of the
sensor is,
ErrorTw meas ≤

P · Tref clk
R(R − 1)

(17)

and this error can be reduced by increasing measurement
time.

3.3

The Aging/Process Robustness

The aging and process variations of the sensor itself do
not aﬀect the frequency measurement accuracy. This can
be veriﬁed by checking aging/process’s eﬀects on every
parameter in Equation 2. To guarantee the known reference clock (Tref clk ) is the same as what is on silicon,
it can either be measured by the proposed sensor itself
in clock measurement mode, or provided by an oﬀ-chip
clock source. Then the timer will be started at the ﬁrst
hit, and be stopped after certain number of hits. If the
aging and process variation are not large enough to generate defects, the timer and counter counting process are
all aging/process robust. Hence, all values in frequencycalculation Equation 2 measured by the Radic sensor are
robust in presence of aging and process variation. Similarly, in Equation 8, all parameter on the right side of
the metastability-calculation equation are aging/process
robust.

(a) The sensor block containing (b) Locations of the 10 sensor
Radic.
blocks on SOC.

Figure 8: Implemented sensor block and SOC overview.
Note that, the sensor block contains many other sensors
that are outside the scope of this paper.
The control signals of the SOC under test comes from
another Freescale 32-bit micro-controller chip. The test
and measurement infrastructure is shown in Figure 9.
Temperature control equipment is used to accelerate the
aging process.

4.1

Design, Test Cost, and Area Overhead

Radic contains a 4-gate 2π phase detector, a 12-bit
counter, a 13-bit timer, a 12-bit NBTI counter, and a
small measurement control logic. As the sensor is composed by the most ordinary standard cells, driven by the
SOC system clock, and there is no distance requirement between PUT and Radic, Radic can be automatically synthesized, placed, and scan inserted by any commercial EDA
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Table 2: Comparison of Sensor and Oscilloscope Results (ns)
PUT
OS0
OS1
OS2
OS3

Radic
2.6115
2.2161
2.4886
2.2611

Fresh IC
Osci.
2.6116
2.2163
2.4888
2.2609

Error%
0.002%
0.007%
0.004%
0.007%

Radic
2.6369
2.2398
2.5063
2.2811

Stressed IC
Osci.
Error%
2.6368
0.003%
2.2397
0.004%
2.5062
0.004%
2.2813
0.007%
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Figure 9: Test and measurement setup.
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Figure 10: Aging measurement of four PUTs (OS0, OS1,
OS2, and OS3) with 125o C and 1.8V (DC Stress). Each
subﬁgure shows the results of the 10 replicas of each PUT
locating in 10 sensor blocks. Hence the diﬀerence of the
tools. The ATPG tools used during implementation gen- 10 curves in each subﬁgure reﬂects the intra-die process
erate stuck-at patterns with coverage higher than 97%. variation for certain cell type.
Including the 4 PUTs mentioned above, the overall layout
degradations of the PUTs under DC stress at 125o C and
gate count is less than 1.5k. As composed by only standard
1.8V. Similar to threshold voltage, PUT’s delay degradacells, and Radic has no requirements about gate size, the
tion also has a power-law dependence on stress time. In
actual area overhead per sensor block is 0.004%. And the
other words, the depencency can be descript as Δd = Atn ,
overall area overhead for 10 sensor blocks is 0.04%. Hence
where A is a constant, and t is the stress time. The powerthe sensor proposed has extremely low silicon cost.
law equations obtained by curve ﬁtting indicate time exponents of 0.14 to 0.16. According to our data, small stan4.2 Accuracy Veriﬁcation by Comparing dard cells in OS2 with high time-zero threshold voltages
has larger average delay degradation percentage of 1.8%.
with Oscilloscope Results
On the other hand, large cells in OS1 with low threshThe PUT delay (half of the oscillation period) measured old voltages has the lowest delay degradation percentage
internally by Radic and externally by oscilloscope are com- of 0.8%. The average delay degradation for OS0 and OS3
pared in Table II. To minimize the measurement noise from cells are both 1.2%.
the oscilloscope, multiple measurements are done and avAlso notice from Figure 10 that the ﬁrst measurement
erage results are reported. The highest accuracy of the
results
all stay outside the ﬁtting curve for all PUTs. The
oscilloscope used is 0.01ns; to further improve the accudegradation
characteristics at the early aging stage is then
racy, the frequency of PUT is divided by 32 by an inpresented.
Figure
11 shows the measured delay degradasensor frequency divider before measured by the oscillotion for the same PUTs as in Figure 10 but for the ﬁrst
scope. Hence the accuracy of the oscilloscope is improved
to 0.3ps. Columns 2-4 in the table show the measurements 1/40 length of long-term aging. The power laws measured
when the device is fresh (time 0), while the last three for this short term aging are as high as 0.27 to 0.3.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show two distinct slopes which
columns show the results for the stressed device. When
under stress, the whole SOC was stressed under 125o C indicate two diﬀerent time-dependent mechanisms at difand elevated power supply of 1.8V for more than 1 × 104 ferent phases of NBTI aging. The early phase time-power
seconds. The Error columns show the diﬀerence between law of 0.27-0.3 extracted from Figure 11 matched the
Radic and oscilloscope results for fresh and stressed ICs. hydrogen-oxygen interface bond breaking/trap theory [24].
The extremely small error rates demonstrate the sensor’s While the long term time-power law of 0.14-0.16 extracted
from Figure 10 matches hydrogen diﬀusion theory [25].
high accuracy and aging robustness.
Real paths are seldom under continuous DC stress.
A typical product undergoes both dynamic and static
4.3 Aging Measurement Results
stresses. When keeping the PUT oscillating during the
After Radic’s accuracy has been veriﬁed, the sensor is used entire stress period, NBTI, NBTI recovery, and HCI degrato measure the aging degradation trend of cells with dif- dations will all take place. The two fundamental degradaferent driving abilities and threshold voltages as shown in tion models for NBTI and HCI diﬀer in many respects.
Table I. Figure 10 shows the measured long-term delay However, both of them involve the break of Si-H bonds at
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Figure 11: Early aging stage of aging measurement with
125o C and 1.8V (DC Stress) taken from Figure 10.
the Si/Oxide interface followed by H diﬀusion in the oxide. Therefore, it is not surprising that the time-exponents
of interface trap density of both NBTI and HCI can be
bounded together.
Figure 12 shows the delay degradation of the PUTs with
AC stress. Comparing with Figure 11 which has DC NBTI
eﬀect only, Figure 12 has a higher power law of 0.31 to
0.37. The power law increase is very likely due to the HCI
eﬀect when the PUT is AC stressed. In Figure 13, the
delay degradation percentages are analyzed by comparing
the same PUT under DC and AC stress. It can be seen
that at ﬁrst, due to the recoverable NBTI component, the
degradation of the AC stressed PUT is smaller than DCstressed one. However, as the time increases, the NBTI
recovery weakens plus there is a measurable contribution
from HCI, cause the delay degradation of the AC-stressed
PUT to become larger than that of the DC-stressed PUT.
This measurement shows that, in our technology, a path
that frequently switches has a higher chance of failing due
to the combined aging eﬀects.

4.4

1

Flip-Flop Metastability Window Measurement Results
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deviation of σ = 0.1064, however, the inverter delay distribution only has a σ of 0.0159. Hence FF’s metastability
window has a much higher variation percentage comparing
with combinational-instance delay on the same SOC.
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Figure 12: Delay degradation of OS0, OS1, OS2, and OS3
when they keep oscillating during stress of 125o C and 1.8V
(AC Stress).

5

Conclusion

In this paper, a new low-cost and accurate sensor called
Radic is presented. By employing this sensor, we can perform purely on-chip frequency, aging, and metastability
window measurements. The sensor is composed of a small
number of standard cells, requires no modiﬁcation to the
design, DFT, and ATE test ﬂows, and is able to achieve
high accuracy within a short measurement time. The sensor has been fabricated on a Freescale design. The aging/process robustness of the sensor has been veriﬁed on
silicon by comparing with oscilloscope results. The silicon aging measurement results accurately agree upon aging models, which also demonstrate its accuracy. The FF
metastability windows widths across the die are measured,
which are found to be very sensitive to process variations.
The results obtained can greatly help design and test engineers to deal with timing margin more eﬃciently. As
part of our future work, we plan on using this sensor on
critical-path replicas which are stressed by power supplies

Delay Degradation (%)

The frequency controllable oscillator used in this implementation has around 1ps period sweeping step, which
can be obtained by tweaking a power supply with 0.001V
step. The measurement is conducted according to the
ﬂow shown in Figure 6. The distribution of measured
metastability window Tw meas of the 80 FFs under test are
1.6
shown in Figure 14. The measured metastability window
AC_NBTI+AC_HCI MEAS.
1.4
AC_NBTI+AC_HCI Fit.
varies from 46ps to 75ps across the die with an average of
DC_NBTI Meas.
1.2
o
DC_NBTI Fit.
61.5ps under 25 C and 1.2V normal power supply. This re1
sult is used for reducing excessive setup/hold timing mar0.26663
0.8
gin. To show process variation’s signiﬁcant impact on FF
0.3471
0.6
metastability window, Figure 15 compares the normalized
0.4
FF metastability window and small high-threshold voltage
0.2
inverter delay distribution of the same die. It can be seen
10
10
10
Stress Time (a.u.)
that both distributions can be ﬁtted by Gaussian curve.
The FF metastability window distribution has a standard Figure 13: Delay degradation of DC and AC stressed OS0.
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